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Our garden stood on the shadowy side of wisdom

Our garden was the interweaving point of feeling and plants

Our garden was the point where looks Cage and Mirror met

Our garden was perhaps an arc of the green circle of happiness

On that dayI was munching the unripe fruit of God in my sleep

I would drink water unphilosophically

I picked up mulberries unscientifically

As soon as the pomegranate cracked hands turned to jets of desire

As soon as the lark sung, the chest burnt from delight

now and then loneliness rubbed its face against the windowpane

desire would come and put its arms around the sense's neck

thought played

Like looked like a vernal rainfall, a plane tree full of starlings

Life then was a line of light and doll

An armful of liberty

Life then was a pond of music

Sohrab Sepehri



Isfahan and ZAYANDEHROOD River are two memorable and

beautiful names, always are with another and complementary of

each other. Every where one say Isfahan, certainly this name along

with nice and running water and by means of its bridges and parks

that bring about several times as much its beauty. revives a pleasant

landscape in the minds of the people. This river, has been undertake

a very important rule in the formation of the city of Isfahan, In other

words, this city indebted to ZayandeRood River to its life.

Zayandehrud River in Isfahan is one of the most important permanent

rivers in Iran, but Continuation of drought and decrease in water flow

of Zayandehrood river during recent years (2009-2020) has caused

the drying of this river in the city of Isfahan. The dryness of

Zayandehrud River in Isfahan is affected by human interventions in

natural conditions and climate change as well as improper resource

management. The impact of this drought is seen in various human

and natural aspects.

Nazhvan Park is one of the largest parks along the Zayandehrud

River, which is a valuable natural heritage in the western region of

Isfahan, and despite the population growth and Isfahan's great

desire for development, which includes the destruction of gardens

and agricultural lands. Fortunately, Nazhvan Park is far from

extinction, and a collection of old gardens in Isfahan that have not

been destroyed during urban development are located in this huge

park. Due to the fact that many polluting industries are located in the

west of Isfahan, this park plays a key role in cleaning the air in this

area, which is why Nazhvan Forest Park is called the Respiratory Lung

of Isfahan. but due to some problems. there are not alot actives daily

and night life there.In this regard, the present project seeks to

achieve solutions that attract people and provide comfort and

tranquility for the people and meet the leisure needs of today's man-

made people and to some extent reduce the visual adverse effects

of the Zayandehrud River in times of drought with an ecological

design approach. Furthermore, Nazhavan could be conceived as

part of an integrated urban whole with considering the

characteristics of ecological design as well as reflecting a holistic,

integrated vision of the earth.
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